
Each Sequence of Play is a table of contents outlining the Phases, 
Actions, Procedures and other Details related to the chosen 
game. 

An Action, Procedure or Detail will have a number following it (for example, Run (#6)). This 
is the number of the rule, which players can use to easily locate the rule within the rulebook 
which follows a numerical sequence.

Next to the points within each Sequence of Play are icons that show the game rules from basic 
to highly advanced. 

Players should discuss how deep they’d like to go before beginning a game. Simply ignore all 
Advanced rules that are not being used.

The Sequence of Play (SOP) diagrams that follow may be copied 
or printed in advance for players to refer to as they play. 

IV. Eternal Battles

I.Initiation

II.Night of Blood!

II.Campaign of War 

WARCULTS
Sequences of Play

There are four Sequences of Play to choose from:



I

Even well-seasoned gamers should begin here. All Advanced rules 
will make much more sense after this Initiation. 

Place the game on the table and begin. Refer only to the Actions 
used in this Sequence of Play (SOP).

Players can choose to continue to play this Initiation-style game following their first 
play. It is always a good game for new players to cut their teeth. 

Without most of the Options, this Initiation has less chaos. Players can focus on 
fundamental tactics without concern for the creatures of the Cave wandering in and 
screwing things up.

Game Length
The game length should be 9-13 Cycles to determine a Victor. 

Turn Order
Each Cycle begins with the starting player conducting their turn. This player follows 
each Phase in the sequence. After completing all Phases, the next player in clockwise 
order takes their turn. After each player has taken a turn, the End of Cycle is 
conducted. A new Cycle begins with the same starting player.
The game closes after all Cycles are complete.

Victory Conditions
Dependent upon map conditions (pg. 87-88)

Setup
To set up the Initiation game, refer to the Initiation Setup - #76

Initiation
All players should begin here !



Initiation: 
Sequence of Play

Phase 1 - Adjacent Enemies
Includes rulings on:

• Phase 1 Combat - #5
• Retreat - #5
• Reinforce - #5 

Phase 2 - Actions
Each Counter may conduct 1 of the following Actions (Actions may 
be conducted in any order):

• Run - #6
• Excavation or Collapse - #7
• Mining - #9
• Spellcasting - #11
• Combat - #12

Including: Flank (#13) and Ranged (#14)
• Rally Cry - #19

Only Warlord may do this ONCE per game. 

In addition to the actions listed above, Movement (#1) (including 
Flying  - #2) and Picking up/Passing Items, Spells or Resources 
(#4) can be conducted freely throughout the Action Phase.

End of Cycle
After each player has taken a turn the following may occur:

• Oath of Alliance - #29 

The following must occur: Cycle Marker is moved forward. 
Cave Evil Players: In Warcults, you do not advance the Blood Eye for creatures 
made! 

To refer to during this game, only when needed.

• Death - #65
• Stacking/Sizes - #3
• Various Decks - #62
• Resources - #72
• Items - #68 

• Spells - #73
• Wandering Monsters - #75
• Bombs - #61
• Trinket Creatures and Sizes - #74
• Kill Points - #69 



Night of Blood!
The Blood of Victory will be decided this 

Night!

The following is the Sequence of Play for individual games, but is 
also the main Sequence used for all games, including Campaigns of 
War and Eternal Battles.

Players can play with any amount of Advanced Actions as they 
would like.

Players should also decide which Options (pg. 23) they would like to play with. All 
Options are available. Some Actions need certain Options available in order to 
conduct the Action.

Game Length

The number of Cycles should be decided before play; 13 Cycles for a longer game or 9 
Cycles for a shorter game.

Turn Order

Same as Initiation: Each Cycle begins with the starting player conducting their turn. 
This player follows each Phase in the Sequence of Play. 

After completing all Phases, the next player in clockwise order takes their turn. After 
each player has taken a turn, the End of Cycle is conducted. A new Cycle begins with 
the same starting player. The game closes after all Cycles are complete.

Victory Conditions

Dependent upon map conditions 
(pg 87-88)

Setup

Use any Setup desired - #76

II



Phase 1 - Adjacent Enemies

Includes rulings on:

• Phase 1 Combat - #5
• Retreat - #5
• Reinforce - #5 

Phase 2 - Conjuration of 
Forbidden Knowledge

(only if playing in combination with Cave Evil)
• Refers to drawing cards in Cave Evil rules 

Phase 3 - Actions

Each Counter/Squad may conduct 1 of the following 
Actions (Actions may be conducted in any order):

• Run - #6
• Excavation or Collapse - #7
• Mining - #9
• Spellcasting - #11
• Combat (#12)

- Including: Flanked (#13) and Ranged (#14)
• Rally Cry - #19

Only a Warlord may do this ONCE per game 

In addition to the actions listed above, Movement 
(#1) (including Flying - #2) and Picking up/Passing 
Items, Spells or Resources (#4) can be conducted 
freely throughout the Action Phase.

Applying Path Advancements (#32) can be 
conducted freely on a turn, but deciding on Path 
Advancements should be done between turns to 
save time.

Actions for Advanced Rules & beyond...

a Ram  - #15
a Befriend  - #16
a Hire as Mercenary - #17
a Abandon - #24
a Rest - #26
a Deity Sacri ice - #20

Action of highest in Command, needs Species 
Cult  Card option (#47)
a Build Creature - #21 

Only certain creatures may do this. See also 
Invoke Creatures, Items, Spells (if using Cave Evil 
also)a Bridge Building - #10
 Only Engineer Path may do this (#32)

n Subdue (see CE rules - pg. 19)
n Meditation (See CE rules - p. 12)
n Sacri ice Minions (p. 33) (see CE rules - p. 39)

Clone Items & Spells - #22
 Only Metallurgist and Necromancer 
may do

Phase 4. Event Outcomes

Each Event card drawn is conducted. Refer to #45

End of Cycle
After each player has taken a turn the following 
may occur:

• Oaths of Alliance - #29
• Movement of Dwellers - #30 

According to Dweller’s card. 

The following must occur:

• Cycle Marker is moved forward.
DO NOT advance Blood Eye for creatures made!! 

n n

Night of Blood: 
Sequence of Play



The Campaign allows players to continue this 
battle through all 4 map territories of the 
Corroded Corridor over the course of 4 separate 
games!*

If Warlords, Necromancers or Commanders still stand after the final map, 
they are immediately transported to the DISK OF DEATH!!! for a final 
battle.
Players must, at the very least, implement the Basic Warrior Path (#33) option in order to play 
a continuing Campaign. This will allow fallen Command, such as murdered Warlords, 
Necromancers or Commanders to be replaced. Players’ Warcults can be brutalized during a 
Campaign. 

Weakened Warcults may want to consider an Oath of Alliance (#23) with other players in 
order to survive. An Alliance with others may also be a wise choice when an enemy’s Warcult 
becomes too powerful. Renegade Cults may even join a weaker Warcult in order to see a rising 
usurper’s strength diminished.

Players should definitely consider using the Species Cult (#47) Cards and the Befriending 
Actions (#16. 

Any species, within a Warcult, that matches the Species Cult Card gains a special ability. Species 
Cults can also create a unity amongst a species within the Cave. Befriending a like-species is 
much easier to achieve with a Species Cult. Species Cult Cards also allow Deity Sacrifice actions 
during a game. This can offer a great Power, beneficial in war.

The Sequence used for Night of Blood covers every Action available during this type of game. 
The following sequence covers additional Procedures and Actions used during a Campaign.

* 5 games if using The Pit map from Cave Evil

III
Campaign of War
aa a



Game Length
Each game should be 9-13 Cycles to determine a Victor. Use the 
best Cycle-length based on session time and table’s preference.

Turn Order
Same as Initiation (p. 14)

CAMPAIGN VICTOR
Last Command (Warlord, Necromancer or Commander) standing 
after the Corrupted Plain map (or DISK OF DEATH!!!) is 
completed, is Victor. All enemy Command must be destroyed for 
a Victor to be declared.

More Campaign details can be found in Section 8 (#36)

GAME PLAY

Use all Phases and Procedures in the Night of Blood! Sequence 
of Play, tailored to players’ preferences.

BEGINNING A CAMPAIGN

Players just beginning a campaign.

• Each player must Start a Campaign Sheet (pg. 45)
• Choose to begin with either Warlord or Necromancer 

Use Set Up (#76) of Command chosen
• Select a Map for Campaign (See Recommended map order 

section on next page for notes) 

CONTINUING A CAMPAIGN

Players having already begun a campaign, and are continuing 
play.

1.

2.

 Using Campaign Sheet notes, find each card that is needed 
based on any changes made in the Interim. A Warcult needs to 
be set up according to Interim changes. Necromancer Squad 
creatures and other Squad creatures can be arranged in any 
legal fashion. They do not need to match the Squad numbers 
used in the previous game

n Creatures used in Squads that were gained without Recipe 

(card ownership) may be represented with Wandering Markers 
instead of cards.

3.  Select a new Map
4.  One Renegade Cult is Rolled and assigned to a Warcult if it is 

the ONLY Warcult that has not won a map. The Renegade Cult 
does not support a rising victor and will aid the underdog

5.A second Renegade Cult is rolled and assigned to a Warcult if 
it is the ONLY Warcult that has not won a map, and it had the 
above Renegade Cult assigned to it the previous game. Both 
Renegade Cults are rolled anew each map. A Renegade Cult 
does not maintain the same creatures each game

6. If the Necromancer is in play, draw 1 card from each deck to 
form a starting hand, Events are discarded and redrawn 



SESSION CLEANUP AND RECORDING

Write down in following order:

1. If Victor, write down map won. Victories cannot be shared!
2. Record all Resources as total cult holdings, including all 

resources that the Warcult and Hired/Befriended Denizens are 
holding at the end of the game.

3. All Kill Points remaining
4. On the Campaign Sheet, write the remaining creatures in 

positions of Warlord, Commanders, and Cult Troops, including 
the number and type within each Cult (Ex. 4 Lava Lancers remain 
in Cult II)

5. Discard all cards if held in a hand. Commonly this is the 
Necromancer hand. Cards in hand cannot be carried over into 
the following game!

6. On back of the Campaign Sheet, note surviving creatures in 
Necromancer Squads. There is no Campaign Sheet for the 
Necromancer in this issue.

7. Any Items, Spells or Trinket Items carried and what creatures 
are holding them. If Cult type, note Cult (I,II or III) and
the number on counter (1-9) (Ex. Cult III, Troop #4 is holding a 
Crystal Shield) 

8.

9.

In the Note section, add what Friends, Hired Mercenaries 
and/or Renegade Cults were Hired or Befriended. Players can 
aim to incorporate these Friends or Hires into their Warcult 
during the Interim.

Make a note of the symbol of the Deck type next to each card 
noted, so that each card is easier to find for the next
game. Also note if Warcult has the Recipe or no Recipe per 
card.

CAMPAIGN INTERIM
Activities to be done in between games. May be completed 
on own time if group permits.

Procedures must be performed in the following order:

1. Garrison Survival Roll (#39)- for previous maps won. A map 
without a Garrison is lost!

2. All players gain 10 of each Resource (Metals, Gore, 
Shadowflame). Write down.

3. Any reward for Victor of last map. Victor of last map does not 
need a Garrison at this time

4. Any Resource reward of any map previously won is gained or 
still active, if Garrison in place. No Garrison, no reward!

5. Dedicate Garrison (#39) - A player may  dedicate any amount 
of creatures from Squads or Counters. Players gaining abilities 
or rewards from previous maps won may add more troops to 
Garrison previous maps to maintain rewards. 
Any Counters or Squads used are placed back in the box and  
cannot be used in the upcoming game.

6. Withdraw Garrison (#39) Players may withdraw Counters
and Squads from Garrisons. Counters and Squads removed 
from a Garrison may be used in upcoming games.

7. Draw 1 card of each Conjuration Deck. This small hand of
cards represent Creatures/Items/Spells found in between 
battles and can be used for Interim Actions below. Any Events 
drawn result in adding 5 of the Resources featured on the back 
of the card to the Warcult bank. 
Abyss = 5 of any Resource

INTERIM ACTIONS
Players may conduct in any order.

∙ Rally Cry (#19) - One Rally Cry may be performed. The small 
hand of cards can be used to Rally Cry empty Cult branches

∙ n Sacri ice (#25) - If Necromancer is in play, it may 
Sacrifice unwanted creatures to gain Resources

∙ Clone & Build Creatures, Items and Spells (#21-23) -
Necromancers, Metallurgists, or creatures that can create may 
build using the small hand of cards, or Clone Warcult 
creatures into Cult Troops

∙ Use Paths and Rank Adjustments (#32-35) -  Players must 
use at least Basic Paths to manage their Warcult

∙ Re-assign Warcult (#35) - Creatures that were Befriended 
or Hired during the last game, or new cards drawn above can 
be incorporated into a Warcult using Rank Adjustments. 
Befriended creatures must be Hired (paid for) to be 
incorporated. 

After all players have prepared themselves, move on to the next 
map. Any cards remaining are discarded and decks shuffled. 
Necromancer players keep remaining cards, as starting hand.

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH A NEW MAP
Continue to next map.
THERE IS NO INTERIM BETWEEN LAST MAP AND THE DISK 
OF DEATH!!! (#42) After last map is complete, all surviving 
Warlords, Necromancers, and/or Commanders 
move immediately to the DISK OF DEATH!!!

RECOMMENDED MAP ORDER
WARLORD CAMPAIGN

First 3 games: Randomly choose between Mines of Metal, 
Caverns of Shadow and Chasm Bridge map, completing each one. 
Last Map: Molten Corrupted Plain. Battle may go to DISK OF 
DEATH!!! 

NECROMANCER CAMPAIGN

If beginning campaign with Necromancer, players should play a 
game of Cave Evil first using 9 to 13 Cycles before the Endgame 
is activated. Do not advance Blood Eye for creatures made, only 
when each Cycle is completed. Move to the 3 random maps 
above, completing with the Corrupted Plane, and possible DISK 
OF DEATH!!!

a



Eternal Battles is an endless  campaign that can be played 
with any player or group at any  time convenient.
It is a campaign based on building your Warcult through Cycles. A Cycle is one round of 
play. After each game a player tallies how many Cycles their Warcult has played, adding 
the Cycles to the previous total. As a Warcult builds Cycles, it spends experience gained 
in Resources and Kill Points to modify its Warcult, as it may do during a Campaign or 
one-time game using the Paths. All information is collected on a common Campaign 
Sheet.
A player does not always need to play with the same 
people. As they are growing a Warcult, they are 
keeping track of its growth on a Campaign Sheet. If 
the player meets with another player or group, and if 
Cycle experience is close, players can challenge each 
other. A game would be played and each Cycle played 
is added to the growth of the Warcult.

Eternal Battles is not tied to completing a full 9-13 
Cycle game. If players only have 1 hour to play and can 
only complete 3 Cycles, they simply add the 3 Cycles to 
their growing Warcult.

Eternal Battles does not have map ownership. Maps 
only reap an immediate reward. A Warcult does not 
continue to Garrison for its continued reward, like a 
Campaign. Maps are a terrain for battle with a possible 
reward, but not territory that needs to be maintained.

Eternal Battles allows a player to grow many Warcults. 
A player may have as many Warcults growing as they 
can print Campaign Sheets. When it is time to use a 
certain Warcult, a player can choose from a Campaign 
Sheet they desire to grow for a game session.

Eternal Battles is perhaps best described in the 
following example:

Jason has been building 4 Warcult Campaign Sheets, one has 
13 Cycles of experience, another 33 Cycles, another 66 Cycles, 
another 62 Cycles. He goes to his nearest game club and meets a 
group that challenges him to an Eternal Battle.

Each player looks at their Warcults’ experience and picks the 
Campaign Sheets that have the closest Cycle experience (within 
5 to 10 Cycles). Everyone has a Warcult that is near 60 Cycles. 
Jason uses his 62 Cycle Warcult and the battle begins...

continued

white icons below

IV

Eternal Battles



Game Length

Any number of Cycles works. Map rewards are only unlocked in games that last more than 9 Cycles.

VICTOR

There is no ultimate Victor. 9+ Cycle games will provide an immediate victory, but
ultimately, with the endless Cycles, your Warcult either survives or is eventually destroyed.

For more Eternal Battles (#43)

Eternal Battles:
Sequence of Play
CHOOSING A WARCULT

A player can build any number of Warcults, but when 
players get together they must select only one. A battle 
is best fought by Warcults within 5-10 Cycles of each 
other. The closer in Cycle experience, the better.

SETTING UP PREVIOUS WARCULT

If Warcult is returning, find the appropriate cards for 
Counter and/or Squads. If two players are using the 
same Creature, Item, or Spell Cards or Species Cult 
Cards, place the cards so all players that own these 
cards can view them.
Ex. 3 players may have Terrorantulae or Gore Species Cults, 
place these cards so they are viewable for each player. Players’ 
Counter Markers or Squad Control Cards can be placed with 
the Creature Cards if needed.

SELECTING MAP
Randomly choose any map available. This includes the 
Corrupted Plain and Cave Evil map. The same maps 
could randomly occur over and over in your quest for 
total domination.

GAME PLAY

Use all Phases and Procedures in the NIGHT OF 
BLOOD SOP, tailored to players’ preferences.
May add Action: Total Warcult Retreat (#27)

ETERNAL BATTLES 
SESSION CLEANUP AND 
RECORDING
1. Add number of Cycles played to Cycle total
2. Use Campaign Cleanup and Recording 

ETERNAL BATTLES INTERIM
Due to a probability that you may not play the same 
players, perform an interim at your convenience 
between game sessions, if group permits. Otherwise 
perform all procedures before game session together 
(recommended).

continued...



Below are various Options players can play with or 
without. Discuss what Options to use before setting 
up. Playing without many of these Options allows a 
greater focus on tactics without the hindrances of the 
Cave’s ecosystem. Less Chaos.

The Options bring more of the intended nature of the Cave into a 
game. Dwellers may arrive, events bring chaotic forecasts, Befriending 
allows a social dynamic with the Denizens. Options represent the only 
way to unlock the greater forces of the Depths from their gates of 
slumber.

A person who only plays a game once or twice will probably find 
fewer Options more enjoyable, a person that enjoys digging into a 
game will find that more detail IS the Cave.

Options

Begin as:

∙ Warlord, Necromancer or Warlord and Necromancer
∙ Pre-Selected Hand (#79): Quickly begin, grab starter cards and 

jump in. Great for new players!
∙ Draft (#80-81): Draft a Warcult with a hand of random cards. 

Recommended for Night of Blood, and beginning any Campaign of 
War 

Setup:
∙ Fist Drop Setup/No Fist Drop Setup (#78) Fist Drop adds 

Counters in Setup to explore
∙ Events/No Events (#45) Events are the climate of the Cave, adding 

unpredictability to a battle. Playing without Events allows for a focus 
on tactics that will not be thwarted

∙ Dwellers/No Dwellers (#46) Dwellers are the creatures and 
anomalies that dwell in the sections of the cave. Playing without 
them allows greater focus on tactics, but that may not be the true 
environment 

Paths:
∙ No Paths (#32) Play without concern for advancing creatures
∙ Basic Paths (#33) Allows creatures to advance in Command
∙ Advanced Paths (#34) Allows advancing with great detail
∙ 4+ Players, Team Play 2v2v2v2 and more (#55-56) Playing with 

more than 4 people can be a good way to teach new players.

∙ More than 1 map (#54) Players can play on multiple maps. 

Options of PlayProcedures must be performed in the following order:

1. If 9 or more Cycles were played, Victor of map 
gains reward

2. All players gain 10 of each Resources between maps 
(Metals, Gore, Shadowflame). Write down

3. Draw 1 card of each Conjuration Deck. In this
small hand are creatures/items/spells found 
between battles that can be used to construct new 
Counters and/or add to new Squads. All cards made 
must be paid for. Any Events drawn result in adding 
5 of Resource featured on the back of the card. 
Abyss Deck = 5 of any Resource

INTERIM ACTIONS
Same as Campaign. After players have modified 
to their liking, store Campaign Sheet to be used 
for future battles.




